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SALT letter

[ Proper Noun ] SALT 2016!

It is the last night of camp and I'm [ Preposition or subordinating conjunction ]gazing at [place at camp] with [member

of SALT 2015]. Look [direction]. Isn't it [adjective]? This summer, take time to take in the beauty of the [repeat

1st noun]. Also, just in case you're [emotion] from listening to all of those SALT letters, let me help you wake

up a bit. [Action verb] to [location at camp currently within sight] and back. Ready.... Go!

Wow, you're all so speedy! Your summer will go by even faster. I know this summer has! I remember [verb]ing

my SALT manual for the first time like it was yesterday. I'll also never forget that time during training when [

member of SALT 2015] got attacked by a [adjective] turkey, watching [member of SALT 2015] [verb] oreos

during growth, or when [member of SALT 2015] stayed up past curfew to [activity that's against camp rules]. [

food] club, the [noun] clique, the free the [body part] movement... last summer was definitely [adjective]. Most

of all, I loved [rhyming verb]ing, [rhyming verb]ing and [rhyming verb]ing all summer beside a staff that [verb]s

so well together. I have no doubt that the SALT of 2016 will be just as [adjective]. Look around you- you are

surrounded by some of the most [adjective] [plural noun] you'll ever meet... don't forget to remind them! Turn to

your right. Let the person there know that [two-line vocabulary phrase], in [type of accent] style. Next, [____

another ____*verse from A-la-la-la] with the person to your left. Honestly, you can never (verb) your fellow

SALT enough.

No



matter what your job is, be it counselor, day camp staff, or [object that you use every day at camp] coordinator,

God has you here for a reason this summer. Never forget that [pocket vocab phrase]. Put your focus on serving

your Heavenly Father. Serve Him and camp with all your heart and keep His word at the center of all you do. [

insert theme verse].
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